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Objective:
MasterKube is a patented innovative platform (derived from process calculi), targeted at
enterprises that have a need to build agile, custom, near real time, and collaboration
software for their competitive advantage. It will improve enterprise software
development productivity (50 percent faster) with a simple and better end user
experience. It is a simple and cost effective tool which encompasses reports, workflow
and integration.
So what makes this platform unique? It is the new point of view of enterprise software.
Right now software is built by building programs which transforms input to output. This
has inherent problem that when enterprise changes these transformations have to
change. This considerably increases TCO of software. Contrast with what happened to
storage in 70’s. Then storage moved away from hierarchical to relational, but the
programs remained hierarchical. With MasterKube the same thing is happening to
programs, Programs are becoming relational.
With MasterKube, purpose of the language is to specify definition of actions that need to
be observed and in what sequence these actions need to become observable. The
order in which these actions present themselves for observation and interaction can be
configured in MasterKube. This significantly reduces the effort required.
In the hello world process, the behavior that is expected out of the system is to accept a
name and then show it in as a “Hello World !!!”. On interacting, it shows the entered
name and then the process stops as there are no further interactions.
To understand more about the platform and to learn about the “ASK” signal operator, let
us learn to write a simple process and observe the behavior.

The take away?
After this process is complete, the learner should be able to
a) Understand what a process is?
b) Understand the purpose of agent
c) Understand the signal operators TELL and ASK.
d) Understand the configuration operator SEQUENCE.
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Steps to create Hello World with ASK signal Process.
Check list
To write your first process you will need the following.
a) MasterKube system loaded on the tomcat and mysql as the data base.
b) Text Editor (In this example we will use notepad as the way to edit text. )
c) Internet Browser
These two items are all you will need to write processes.

Creating Hello world with ASK Process.
This second process will accept name and will simply display the greeting "Hello
world!". On pressing this HelloWold!!! Button, it shows the entered name. To create this
program, you will:
a) Create a Source file:

A source file contains code, written in the MasterKube signal configuration
language, that you and other programmers can understand. You can use
any text editor to create and edit source files.
Elements define the data types of each element and the actions that need
to carry these elements also needs to be defined. Actions that do not carry
anything does not have to be defined but can be defined directly in the
agent. An agent is a programming unit (it is like a java class definition). In
MasterKube, to develop the “HelloWorld” Process an agent needs to be
created and also this agent needs to be added to the process source file
so MasterKube knows this behavior (in an agent) is attributed to which
process.
b) Upload the agent and process to MasterKube platform.
The Element, Action, Agent and Process Source file needs to be uploaded
to MasterKube using the console. This ensures that the source is
interpreted and ready to run.
c) Activate the agent for a user.
Sign on with admin user and create a user. When this new user is signed
on, you should see Button with the letters “HelloWorld!!!” appears on the
screen.
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Create Source File

First, start your editor. You can launch the Notepad editor from the Start menu by
selecting Programs > Accessories > Notepad. In a new document, type in the following
code:ddd
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' standalone='yes'?>
<Elements>
<Element><elementName>HelloWorldName</elementName><type>string</type> </Element>
</Elements>
Figure 1 elements.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?>
D <Actions>
<Action>
<Element>HelloWorldName</Element> <ActionName>HelloWorldName</ActionName>
</Action>
<Action>
<Element>HelloWorldName</Element> <ActionName>HelloWorld!!!</ActionName>
</Action>
</Actions>

Figure 2 actions.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Agent>
<AgentName>HelloWorldAgent</AgentName>
<Sequence>
<Ask><action><actionName>HelloWorldName</actionName></action></Ask>
<Tell><action><actionName>HelloWorld!!!</actionName></action></Tell>
</Sequence>
</Agent>
Figure 3 HelloWorldAgent.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Process>
<Compose>
<AgentCommand><AgentName>HelloWorldAgent</AgentName>
</AgentCommand>
</Compose>
<ProcessName>User</ProcessName>
<ProcessFormatType>format8</ProcessFormatType>
</Process>

Figure4 Process.xml
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Save the first file with the name HelloWorldAgent.xml and the second file Process.XML. To do
this in Notepad, first choose the File > Save As menu item. Then, in the Save As dialog
box:
1. Using the Save in combo box, specify the folder (directory) where you'll save
your file. In this example, the directory is desktop on the C drive.
2. In the File name text field, type " elements.xml " " HelloWorldAgent.xml " "
Actions.xml " and “Process.xml”, including the quotation marks.
3. From the Save as type combo box, choose Text Documents (*.txt).
4. In the Encoding combo box, leave the encoding as ANSI.

When you're finished, the dialog box should look like this.

Now click Save, and exit Notepad.
Upload the agent and process to MasterKube platform

a) Bring up the sign on screen of MasterKube, by going to link
http://localhost:8080/MasterKube-Application/login.jsp. Sign on as Admin.

This will work only if MasterKube is located in the local machine. Change
“localhost” to your ip address if it is different.
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b) You will land on the console. It will look like the screen below. Repeat this for
Elements and Actions

c) Press the “load agent (file)” hyper link and upload the agent source
(HelloWorldAgent.xml) file.

You will get a message “The Agent repository (HelloWorldAgent.xml) is
Replaced successfully.” Or “The Agent repository (HelloWorldAgent.xml)) is
loaded successfully.”
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d) Press the Load Process in console to get the screen below. Then upload the file
UserProcess.xml .

You will get a message “The Process repository (UserProcess.xml) is Replaced
successfully.” Or “The Process repository (UserProcess.xml)) is loaded
successfully.”
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Activate the agent for a user.

Create the user using the option in console to create the user with password.

Then go back to the sign on screen and sign on with this new created user.

Touching the user button (in this case for the user Testing1), the above button appears

On touching the “HelloWorldName” action, the above screen appears to enter the
name. on pressing the submit button the following screen appears.
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This screen with the “HelloWorld!!!” appears. On touching this button, the following
screen appears.

When you press this button the computer shows the name entered and the process
stops as there are no further interactions. As you see the two actions happened in
sequence, this is the behavior of the SEQUENCE configuration operator. This is if the
human interface is used.
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Lesson: A Closer Look at "Hello World! Process (with ASK)"
Now that you've seen the "Hello World!" agent (and perhaps even uploaded and run it),
you might be wondering how it works. Here again is its code:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Agent>
<AgentName>HelloWorldAgent</AgentName>
<Sequence>
<Ask><action><actionName>HelloWorldName</actionNa
me></action></Ask>
<Tell><action><actionName>HelloWorld!!!</actionName>
</action></Tell>
</Sequence>
</Agent>

HelloWorldAgent.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Process>
<Compose>
<AgentCommand>
<AgentName>HelloWorldAgent</AgentName>
</AgentCommand>
</Compose>
<ProcessName>User</ProcessName>
<ProcessFormatType>format8</ProcessFormatTyp
e>
</Process>

Process.xml

This has two major components. One is the agent (HelloWorldAgent.xml) and the other
is the process (Process.XML). An agent (HelloWorldAgent.xml) is the source that gives
the behavior showing the action on screen “HelloWorld!!!”. The Process code registers
the agent with a process. In this case the process is a user process, so when a user is
created, this process begins and in turn turns on “HelloWorldAgent.xml”.
The following explanation will provide you with a basic understanding of the code,

Agent – HelloWorldAgent
The purpose of the agent is similar to a class in Object oriented programming. It is a
structure of behavior. Or in Computer science terms it is an Abstraction. When it is
instantiated in a process or by some trigger, it becomes a process.
Each agent is listed in the code above and the different tags and their purpose will now
be explained.
Agent Tag <Agent></Agent>

The agent tag is the outer tag which gives the boundary of an agent definition. An Agent
Tag should have an agent name, this is the name used internally to identify an Agent.
<AgentName>HelloWorldAgent</AgentName>

The Agent name is the tag which identifies the name of this agent. An agent name
should be unique with in the system. Next comes the actual code.
<Tell> < /Tell>
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In MasterKube, the programming is about the way the signals or actions can be
observed by the outside system. This observation could be through any medium. It
could be a User Interface in which case it appears as a button and in the case of
computer to computer it appears as a URI.
These actions can be exposed using only two operators and they are TELL or ASK.
TELL is a way of the process to tell the outside world information and ASK is the way for
the process to get information from the outside world.
<action><actionName>HelloWorld!!!</actionName></action>

This tag gives the name of the interaction so when the MasterKube processor
encounters this TELL command; it publishes this action “HelloWorld!!!” to the outside
world. In case this action both the actions have elements to transport then those are
defined in the separate action.xml and elements.xml which needs be uploaded before
this agent is uploaded.
<Ask> < /Ask>

In MasterKube, the programming is about the way the signals or actions can be
observed by the outside system. This observation could be through any medium. It
could be a User Interface in which case it appears as a button and in the case of
computer to computer it appears as a URI.
These actions can be exposed using only two operators and they are TELL or ASK.
TELL is a way of the process to tell the outside world information and ASK is the way for
the process to get information from the outside world.
<action><actionName>HelloWorld!!!</actionName></action>

This tag gives the name of the interaction so when the MasterKube processor
encounters this ASK command; it publishes this action “HelloWorldName” to the outside
world. As you can see, the HelloWorldName purpose is to collect the name from the
outside world, so this action needs to be defined in the actions.xml and also the element
that needs to be captured also has to be defined in the elements.xml. These two files
have to be uploaded so MasterKube platform is aware of the definition.
<Sequnce></Sequence>

We saw two signal operator commands earlier, they are the ASK and TELL commands.
These signaling has to be controlled is some manner; this is accomplished by
configuration operators. The “SEQUENCE” is actually a configuration operator. All
signal operators that are in a SEQUENCE, will appear in sequence. I.e only after the
first action is interacted with will the second action be published.
Besides compose Sequence operator, there are other configuration operators that are
available in MasterKube. They are Compose, Choice and Replicate. This configuration
can contain either or signal operators. More of this will be introduced later as more
complex scenarios are built.
The sequence operator, now is shown to contain only a signal operators (the TELL and
ASK). But it can be made very complex as it can contain other configuration operators
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and agents. This allows MasterKube to express complex process configurations non
conceivable with existing information systems.

Process – Process.XML
The Process is an already instantiated agent. It is the mother process. Agents can be
added to this process so new agents can be instantiated. The process is a user
process, and it is instantiated when a user is created with the system user creation
page.
<Process></Process> Tag

The Process tag is the outer tag which gives the boundary of a Process definition. The
process definition has two mandatory tags and they are format type and the process
Name.
<ProcessFormatType>format8</ProcessFormatType>

Each process instance is identified by the process id. This is an internal Id. This is the
name that keeps the context of the process. The naming of this process can be
configured. This format type can be used to create the different format naming. With
this process format type it is possible to control how the formatting is done. It is possible
to create custom format types so that the whole process intelligence can be controlled.
More of this will be dealt with in advanced area.
<ProcessName>User</ProcessName>

Each user profile is a process. When a user is created, the work space (User button in
UI) is created which is a user process. Whenever the user is signed on, he can only see
his user process.

